
 

 
 

Home-owners struggling to sell up are putting their property in a safe pair of 

hands…the local doctor, police officer or surgeon. 

With the property market still proving fruitless for many, those wanting or needing to 

relocate are left with very few options. 

Horror stories of tenants leaving properties dirty and damaged often make owners 

reluctant to consider becoming landlords. 

But, one agency in mid Essex is giving those property owners peace of mind by 

placing only professional tenants into their homes. 

Paul Ford turned to Medics on The Move when all attempts to sell his second home 

failed. 

The Met Police inspector, who lives in London Bridge, said: “My partner and I had 

two properties between us. We were getting married and so wanted to sell my house 

in Great Waltham, Chelmsford. With the market being pretty flat, we had to accept 

selling might not be possible. 

“There’s a world of different letting agents out there, but my house is Grade II listed 

and so would not be suitable for let to just anyone. I had to be certain it was going to 

be looked after properly.” 

Agents do not have to be regulated, but Richard Smith, of Medics on The Move in 

Chelmsford and Brentwood, is a member of the National Approved Letting Scheme 

which offers assurance the agency will meet defined standards of customer service, as 

well as having the necessary insurances to protect clients’ money. 

Mr Ford’s house has now been let to a professional person for six months and the 

experience has completely altered his views. 

He said: “This agency is small and professional. Richard has dealt with us personally 

and has really done his research into our tenant which has meant the worry just is not 

there.  

“Up until now, I was looking to sell the house as soon as it became an option. Now, 

I’m looking to invest in a third property to let out because I have been so impressed 

with the service I’ve received and how stress-free the experience has been because of 

Medics on The Move. I get weekly updates and know if there are any problems, they 

would be sorted immediately.” 

Medics on The Move was originally set up 20 years ago to help those in the medical 

profession find new homes when they moved with the job. But, Mr Smith said the 

ethos of taking the stress and strain out of owning a property and moving remain the 

core of the business as it’s evolved over time. 

He said: “Today, the business has developed to offer a service where we take care of 

properties when the owners have to move away for work and cannot sell. We also 

help professional people moving into the area to find the perfect rental home. 

“These are difficult conditions to sell a property. The professional tenants we work 

with are often only looking for short-term leases while they move jobs so renting 

through us can really be the temporary solution while you wait for the selling market 

to pick back up.” 

If you are struggling to sell your flat or house in the Chelmsford or Brentwood areas, 

contact Richard Smith to discuss rental options on 0844 335 6948. 


